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3. Abstract
We explore different geometries and different composition of semiconductor
nanoparticles for the use in solar energy harvesting. Using spectroscopic and photovoltaic
measurements, we find that near infrared emitting lead sulfite (PbS) quantum dots (QDs)
provide a large increase in performance but suffer from rapid photo-oxidation that results
in a decrease in the quantum yield. To address this issue we investigate how the interQD interactions affect the degradation of emission properties in QD ensembles. We find
that the presence of inter-QD energy transfer (ET) likely contributes to the fast decay in
emission intensity that was observed experimentally. Our results indicate that in order to
enhance stability of any QD based device it would require a carefully selected ensemble
that either minimizes the amount of ET, or has a controlled amount with minimal number
of smaller QD.
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4. Introduction
As of 2012, the biggest sources of electricity are still conventional power plants
that use non-renewable coal and oil for energy production. Renewable energy generation
is held back by the high costs (compared to coal and oil) and by the lack of availability of
renewable energy sources at all times. While using a power grid can greatly alleviate the
latter drawback, the cost of generation still makes it impractical from an economical
standpoint to make a massive move towards renewable energy.
The price of harnessing solar energy is greatly influenced by the price of the
device used to convert solar radiation into electricity – the photovoltaic (PV) cell. These
devices typically consist of a semiconductor p-n junction, where solar radiation creates an
electron-hole pair that is then separated by a built-in electric field from the depletion zone
and transported to the external load. Since the time of their first use for energy generation
in 1954 [5], advances in design and manufacturing processes have reduced the expenses
involved. However, even today, the price of generating solar energy remains greater than
that of non-renewable power sources.
There are several ways to drive down the price of solar energy. One such way is
to use imaging devices, such as lenses or mirrors, to concentrate solar power onto a small
area PV cell. This method has the advantage of driving down the cost by reducing the
amount of PV required, but due to the nature of the optics used it requires solar tracking
and due to the limitations of the PV cell’s efficiency, can cause overheating that leads to
a drop in performance.
One can also use nonimaging optics for the purpose of solar concentration. The
concentration of such devices depends greatly on the acceptance angle, but even a non1

tracking low concentration system has been shown to concentrate up to a factor of four
[6]. This method has a number of advantages over imaging optics, such as lack of
tracking, robustness and cost of production.
An alternate method of concentrating solar energy is through the use of a
luminescent solar concentrator (LSC). Originally introduced in the late 1970's [7,8], an
LSC consists of a planar sheet of transparent material, such as glass or plastic, doped with
some luminescent species. The development of LSCs has been largely abandoned due to
the poor stability of the dyes used as luminescent species as well as low (less than 1)
concentration ratios. With the development of new dyes and inorganic nanoparticles that
can be used as luminescent species we are going to revisit this method of concentration
and attempt to address the issues that led to the discontinuity of previous development.
The main appeal for this type of concentrator is that its use would allow energy to be
collected from surfaces that are not accessible to other types of concentrators.
Specifically, they could be used as energy generating blinds or even tinted, energy
generating windows.
In this work, chapter 6 explores the use of near infra-red emitting PbS quantum
dots as the luminescent species. Detailed analysis and comparison between these and
other luminescent species is performed. The overall conclusion is a greatly improved
performance at the cost of the decreased long-time stability of the device.
Chapter 6 takes the stability issue and attempts to address it by using a polymer
matrix to stabilize the QDs as well as using different LSCs geometries to optimize
performance. It is found that cylindrical shell geometry performs better than either planar
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or solid cylinders. However, whereas polymerization seems to stabilize QD emission in
short and medium timescales, in the long term similar degradation is evident.
Chapters 7 and 8 deal with the fundamental problem of QD degradation in high
concentration ensembles observed in previous two sections. It is observed that likely
cause of this is inter-QD energy transfer, which is further verified by using systems with
tunable amounts of energy transfer to study the effects of prolonged excitation in ambient
environment.
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5. Quantum Dots
5.1 Quantum Confinement
As the size of an object decreases, it is bound to transit from the world of classical
physics to the world of quantum physics. One can observe this change by observing the
energy levels of a semiconductor. In bulk semiconductor materials the energy levels are
almost continuous with all energies allowed to the system, with an exception of the
forbidden zones called ‘band gaps’. However, if the size of the semiconductor decreases
to a certain length scale (usually around 10 nm), the energy levels become discrete. Let
us examine the quantum mechanical principles leading to this transition.

For bulk

semiconductor, the electron structure of the valence band can be described as
𝐸𝐸 =

ħ2 𝑘𝑘 2
2𝑚𝑚

where ħ is the reduced Plank’s constant, m is the mass of an electron, and k is continuous.
However, for a particle constrained in a three-dimensional box k becomes quantized and
the energy levels split according to
2

𝑛𝑛𝑦𝑦 𝜋𝜋
ħ2 𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥 𝜋𝜋
𝑛𝑛𝑧𝑧 𝜋𝜋
𝐸𝐸 =
�
𝑥𝑥� +
𝑦𝑦� +
𝑧𝑧̂ � ,
2𝑚𝑚 𝐿𝐿𝑥𝑥
𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦
𝐿𝐿𝑧𝑧

where L are dimension of the box and n is the energy level.

This implies that as the size of an object decreases, the difference between energy
levels in the material should become larger. This change in the electronic structure of the
object is due to quantum effects and is called quantum confinement.

Quantum

confinement arises when the average distance between an electron and the hole (called
exciton Bohr radius) becomes comparable to the physical size of the object. As the
physical size becomes smaller when compared to the exciton Bohr radius, the quantum
4

confinement becomes stronger, resulting in larger energy level splitting and an increase
in the energy band gap (Figure 1).

Figure 1 - The effect of quantum confinement on electronic
properties of the material.

The exciton Bohr radii vary greatly depending on the material. In general, for
group II-VI semiconductors such as cadmium selenide (CdSe), the exciton Bohr radius is
relatively small (~3 nm for CdSe [9]) compared to group IV-VI semiconductors such as
lead sulfide (PbS) with an exciton Bohr radius of 18 nm [10] and lead selenide (PbSe)
with 46 nm [11]. The wide range of exciton Bohr radii and the band gaps provided by
different semiconductors allow for the creation of quantum dots with a variety of
properties that can be fit to suit a particular need. With the energy diagram outlined
above, one could talk about how quantum confinement will affect optical properties of
the material.

5

5.2 Optical Properties of Quantum Dots
In a semiconductor, an absorption event occurs when an electron in the valence
band absorbs an incident photon and becomes excited to the conduction band. When the
excited electron relaxes back into the valence band it emits a photon, whose energy
should be equal to the energy of the band gap. This provides a basic set of rules for the
absorption and emission of semiconducting materials – the absorbed photon has to have
energy equal or greater than the size of the band gap, and the emission wavelength should
be equal to the band gap. In most cases we will be talking in terms of the photon’s
wavelength which can be related to its energy by λ=hc/E.
2.5 3.0 3.3 3.4 4.0 5.2 6.3

Figure 2 – CdSe QD emission spectra for various crystal
sizes (size in nanometers listed on top of corresponding
curve). Image courtesy of Nanoco Technologies, Ltd.

It is expected that quantum confinement will increase the band gap, thus resulting
in the shift of the emission intensity toward shorter wavelengths (blue shift).

For

example, in bulk CdSe, the band gap energy is 1.74 eV which corresponds to an emission
wavelength of 713 nm.

In quantum dots made of the same material, the emission
6

wavelength can vary anywhere from 480 to 640 nm (for crystal diameters between 2.5 to
6.3 nm) as seen in figure 2.
However when one overlays the emission and absorption curves for CdSe
quantum dots (figure 3), one notices an additional feature. This feature is the spectral
shift between the minimum absorption energy and the emission energy of the quantum
dot (Stokes shift).

1

0
500

550

600

650

700

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3 – Normalized absorption (red) and emission
(black) of 5.2 nm CdSe/ZnS quantum dot.

This shift is due to the fact that quantum selection rules create something called
‘dark exciton’ – a state where the electron is forbidden from recombining with the
corresponding hole, which leads to an initial loss of energy through non radiative means
before the excited electron can recombine [12]. As the energy splitting due to quantum
confinement increases, so does the amount of spectral shift observed. Stokes shift has
been exploited for a variety of applications where a down-conversion of energy is
desired.

7

5.3 Quantum Dots in Ambient Conditions
The section above has outlined the optical behavior of quantum dot ensembles in
either a vacuum or in conditions where the surrounding atmosphere does not get a chance
to initiate chemical reactions with the quantum dots. However, after prolonged exposure
to the atmosphere, one notices that the optical properties of the quantum dots are not as
constant as one would desire.
Initially, the sample’s photoluminescence increases (which is attributed to surface
trap discharge) and the peak intensity shifts slightly to longer wavelengths (red-shift) [3].
This process, usually referred to as ‘photo-brightening’ soon encounters competitive
darkening processes. The darkening processes can be subdivided into two categories,
reversible and irreversible.
Reversible photo-darkening arises from quantum dot emission intermittency. A
single, excited quantum dot alternates between a ‘bright’ state where it emits light and a
‘dark’ state where light is not emitted.

This behavior arises from the competition

between radiative and non radiative recombination pathways and is commonly seen in
other nanoscale emitters such as molecular fluorophores.

In the ensemble, if some

factors promote the occurrence of a ‘dark’ state, quenching of the overall emission
intensity will be observed [1]. This process can be reversed by stopping the excitation
and allowing the ensemble to relax into the initial state.
The irreversible photo-darkening comes from chemical oxidation of the quantum
dot’s core. As the oxide layer forms on the outer atomic layer, it effectively shrinks the
quantum dot. As outlined in the previous section, such a process will lead to stronger
quantum confinement which in turn will increase the size of the band gap, shifting the

8

QD’s emission toward shorter wavelengths. Additionally the process of forming an
oxide layer can lead to the formation of non radiative energy states, reducing emission

Intensity (a.u.)

intensity [1-4].

20000

10000

0

1min
15min
75min
600

620
640
Wavelength (nm)

Figure 4 – Spectral shape evolution of 620nm emitting
CdSe/ZnS QDs under prolonged excitation.

The combined influence of these effects (figure 4) is extremely important in
developing quantum dot-based devices. One of the main goals of this paper is to explore
possible ways of influencing the rates at which photo-darkening occurs and how these
methods can be used to create devices that remain photo-stable over long periods of time.

5.4 Forster Resonance Energy Transfer
As an excited quantum dot carries a large dipole moment, two or more quantum
dots can interact via dipole-dipole energy transfer. This energy transfer arises when
multiple quantum dots are in close proximity to each other. The small excited QD
(donor) can transfer its energy to a nearby larger, not excited QD (acceptor). This
9

process is non radiative and occurs on timescales that can be over an order of magnitude
faster than radiative recombination. In close packed QD ensembles, this is the dominant
method of QD interactions [3]. It can be detected by using either spectral or time
resolved means. In the former method, one looks for the enhancement of emission
intensity of the acceptor QDs and the quenching of emission intensity of the donor QDs
(figure 5) [4].

Normalized Intensity

1.2

Solution
Film

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
500

550
600
650
Wavelength (nm)

700

Figures 5 - Weight shifting of the mixed 580 and 620 nm
emitting CdSe/ZnS QDs in solution (red) vs thin film (blue)

In the case of a closely packed film of quantum dots of small size distribution this
effect manifests in a net red-shift of the ensemble, as smaller QDs that emit at shorter
wavelength donate their energy to the larger, redder QDs [3].
When using time resolved spectroscopy, one observes shortening of exciton
recombination times. This effect arises due the presence of non radiative recombination
pathway that corresponds to the energy transfer (figure 6).
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12

Figure 6 – Recombination curves of QD ensemble in
solution and in a thin film.

Visual observation can give us a feel of whether the energy transfer is present, but
one can also use mathematical methods to quantify the efficiency of the energy transfer.
From the dipole coupling mechanism, the efficiency of the transfer can be expressed as:
𝐸𝐸 =

1

𝑟𝑟 6
1 + �𝑅𝑅 �
0

where r is the distance between the quantum dots and R 0 is the distance at which the
energy transfer is 50% and is called the Forster distance. The Forster distance can be
expressed as
𝑅𝑅06 =

9𝑄𝑄0 ln
(10)𝜅𝜅 2 +∞
� 𝑓𝑓 (𝜆𝜆)𝜖𝜖𝐴𝐴 (𝜆𝜆)𝜆𝜆4 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
128𝜋𝜋 5 𝑛𝑛4 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴 −∞ 𝐷𝐷

where Q 0 is the quantum yield, κ describes the relative dipole position, n is the index of
refraction of the surrounding media, N A is Avogadro’s number, f D is the normalized
donor emission spectrum and ε A is the acceptors molar extinction coefficient [13]. As
one can see this implies that one can influence the rate of energy transfer by either
adjusting the distance between the quantum dots, or by varying the sizes (which
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influences the emission spectrum and molar extinction coefficient) of the donor and
acceptor QDs.
One can also calculate the energy transfer efficiency using experimentally
obtainable quantities by
𝐸𝐸 = 1 −

𝜏𝜏𝑆𝑆
𝜏𝜏𝐷𝐷

where τ S and τ D are donor recombination times with and without the presence of an
acceptor respectively [13].

5.5 Optical Properties of Quantum Dots in Different Suspension Media
Quantum dots are synthesized in a solvent, such is toluene or hexane. However,
for most applications, such suspension media cannot be used due to their volatility.
When transferring QDs into another suspension medium, one needs to carefully examine
ramifications of such a move. A number of theoretical models have been proposed to
explain how the index of refraction of the surrounding media affects the quantum yield of
suspended QDs, and experimental evidence has shown that a fully microspcopic model
from quantum-electrodynamical, many-body derivation of Langevin-Bloch operator
equations for two-level atoms embedded in a dielectric host produces the best results.
The model predicts the variation of radiative lifetimes in vacuum and suspension medium
with dielectric constant to be
𝜏𝜏(𝑛𝑛) = (

𝑛𝑛2 + 2 −1
) 𝜏𝜏𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
3
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This formula gives a feel to the reduction of lifetime and corresponding quantum
yield with the change of the surrounding medium [14].

However, the process of

suspending the quantum dots in the medium can present its own challenges.
One of the easiest and most promising suspension media for working with QDs is
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). The polymer allow for a solid matrix which has a
reasonably low absorption outside of the ultra-violet region [Figure 7].

Transmission (%)

80
60
40
20
0
300

400

500 600 700
Wavelength (nm)

800

Figure 7 - transmission spectrum of 3 mm thick PMMA
sheet

The reason the transmission spectrum is below 100% is due to Fresnel reflections
from two surfaces of the polymer, as well as scattering in the polymer itself.
However, as discussed further in the paper (chapter 7), different suspension
methods can lead to radically different changes in optical properties of suspended
quantum dots. As such, great care must be used not only in selecting the suspension
medium, but also in choosing the method of dispersing QDs in the medium of choice.
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6. Viability of Using Near-Infrared PbS Quantum Dots as the
Active Material in Luminescent Solar Concentrators
6.1 Introduction
A luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) absorbs a portion of the incident solar
radiation and re-emits it at a longer wavelength. Confined to the plane of the LSC by total
internal reflection, this down-shifted radiation is concentrated onto PV cells attached at
edges of the plate [Figure 8(a)]. While the photocurrent of an LSC is lower than an
equivalently sized PV panel because of loss mechanism introduced by the collector, the
photocurrent generated by the edge cells may increase relative to the same cell facing the
sun because of the concentration effect at the LSC edges. Additionally, LSCs perform
very well under both direct and diffuse lighting conditions [16,17]. This negates the need
for any tracking mechanisms, further reducing operating costs for solar powered devices
and allowing for applications such as building integrated PVs.
The achievable efficiency in LSCs is dependent on the optical properties of the
absorbing fluorescent material and on how well it is spectrally matched with the attached
PV cell, and recently, inorganic compounds have emerged as attractive candidates [1719].

Among these, semiconducting quantum dots (QDs) are particularly suitable,

possessing a broad band absorbance, high quantum yield, and size-tunable emission
characteristics [20]. All experimental studies to date have been restricted to QDs with
absorption and emission bands in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum,
despite the fact that over 60% of the total solar photon flux occurs at wavelengths greater
than 600 nm. Another motivation for designing infrared QD LSCs is that by size
selection the QD emission can be positioned to match the band-gap of silicon PV cells.
14

This serves to enhance the external quantum efficiency of silicon cells [21], and
therefore, the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of the device. In this chapter, the
properties of chemically synthesized 2.2 nm PbS QDs with emission entered in the near
infrared region are investigated to gauge their viability as the active material in an LSC
coupled to silicon PV cells.

6.2 Experimental Details
The QD samples are commercially purchased (Evident Technologies) and
dispersed in toluene. While a functional LSC requires that the fluorescent material be
encapsulated in a solid matrix, that would further alter the optical properties of the QDs,
such as induce spectral blueshifts and reduce quantum yields [22]. For our purposes of
fundamental studies, liquid solutions are sealed into quartz panels of dimensions 45x12x4
mm3 (optical path length of 2 mm). At the short edge of the panel, a silicon PV cell is
attached [Figure 8(a)] with an active area of 12x3 mm2. The absorption spectra are taken
with a Perkin Elmer UV-VIS spectrometer and the emission spectra with a 300 mm
Acton spectrometer with a thermoelectrically cooled charged-coupled device (resolution
0.14 nm). The integrated optical efficiency (η opt ) of an LSC is governed by the absorption
efficiency (η abs ), retention losses (η L ), and quantum yield (η QY ) of the fluorescent
material as η abs η QY (1−η L ) [19]. The QDs ideally need to absorb as high a percentage of
the incident solar radiation as possible.
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6.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 8. (a) Schematic of the device highlighting the arrangement of PV
cell/collection fiber with relation to the excitation beam. (b) Absorption curves in
absolute units for CdSe/ZnS and PbS QDs. Overlaid emission curves (dashed) for
CdSe/ZnS and PbS QDs with Stoke’s shift marked by double headed arrows.

Figure 8(b) shows a comparison of the absorption spectra between CdSe/ZnS and PbS
QDs. It illustrates the following: first, to have equivalent absorbance, the concentration of
the PbS solution needs to be higher than that of the CdSe/ZnS QDs. This is
understandable as the molar extinction coefficient ε=2x104 L mol−1 cm−1 for PbS and
3x105 L mol−1 cm−1 for CdSe/ZnS, and the absorbance A varies as A= εcl (c is the
concentration and l is the optical path length); second, the spectral range over which the
QDs absorb is more extensive for PbS. While CdSe/ZnS absorbs significantly over <600
nm, PbS has similar absorbance over <800 nm, which means that the PbS QDs will
absorb the solar spectrum far more effectively.
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As the absorbed radiation is re-emitted there are two main loss mechanisms that
affect the number of the photons that are transported to the edges. For a typical polymer
or glass matrix with a refractive index ~1.5, about 25% of the emission solid angle is
directed through the top surface [23]. However, the fraction of photons lost through this
surface is actually much higher due to multiple absorption and emission events. Another
significant percentage is lost through “self-absorption” [24] (SA), which is reabsorption
of the emitted photons by the emitters. It is also the reason that LSCs cannot use an
arbitrarily high concentration of the fluorescent species. Figure 8(b) also plots the
emission spectra of the QDs normalized to the first emission peaks. For both materials,
the absorption band partially overlaps the emission band and the greater this overlap, the
more pronounced the SA. The CdSe/ZnS dots show a very large overlap with a Stoke’s
shift of 23 nm, and the absorption at the emission peak is about 0.68. In comparison, the
absorption and emission curves of PbS show a much larger Stoke’s shift of 122 nm, and
the absorption falls to 0.24 at the emission peak [25].
To qualitatively verify the role of SA, spatially resolved spectral measurements
are performed. The QD filled quartz panel is mounted on an automated translation stage
and coupled to an optical fiber at the short edge in place of the PV cell shown in Figure
8(a). A collimated beam from a laser tuned to 407 nm (CdSe/ZnS) or 632 nm (PbS) is
used to excite a localized spot on the sample. The distance d between the excitation point
and the collection fiber at the edge is varied continuously by translating the sample. As d
increases and the photons negotiate a longer path length, the probability that an emitted
photon will be self-absorbed by a QD goes up. This absorbed photon, if re-emitted,
undergoes a redshift which is evident as a net shift in the emission spectrum toward
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longer wavelengths. The amount of this redshift is a measure of the extent of SA in the
sample [19]. Figure 9(a) shows normalized spectra for the 50 µM solution of PbS at d=0,
10, and 20 mm. Regardless of the excitation-collection separation, the emission spectrum
appears to have a bimodal distribution with peaks at λ 1 =896 nm and λ 2 =928 nm, which
most likely arises from two fractions of differently sized dots in the ensembles [26]. With
increasing d, the spectral weight shifts from λ 1 to λ 2 as the emission from the smaller
dots are increasingly absorbed and re-emitted by the larger ones. Individually the peak at
λ 1 shifts by ~4 nm and the one at λ 2 by ~2 nm between d=0 and 20 mm. CdSe/ZnS QD
emission with equivalent absorbance shows a redshift of almost 20 nm by d=20 mm.
Since the 50 µM sample shows relatively small SA, the measurement is repeated with a
193 µM (stock concentration) solution of PbS. This sample shows very high absorption
[Figure 8(b)], and its emission spectrum shows a single peak at 928 nm at d=0 [Figure
9(b)]. The decimation of the previously observed λ 1 implies that in the 193 µM solution
the luminescence from the smaller dots is quenched. As d is increased, the spectrum
redshifts and this shift in the peak of emission from the d=0 value is plotted in the inset
(solid circles), along with the observed redshift in the 3 µM CdSe/ZnS solution (open
circles). The former saturates around Δλ=20 nm but the latter keeps increasing up to the
limits of the measurement capability
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Figure 9. (a) The effect of changing the distance between excitation and
collection points for a 50 µM PbS sample on the emission spectrum. The graphs
are shifted vertically for clarity. (b) Similar effect for a 193 µM PbS sample. The
inset compares the peak emission redshifts with distance for PbS and CdSe/ZnS
samples.

Figure 10(a) is a comparison of the ratio of the shortcircuit currents of the LSC (I LSC ) to
that of the PV cell (I PV ) generated by the PbS and CdSe samples with QD concentration,
measured using a broad band source simulating the solar spectrum. An interplay between
absorption and SA results in a complicated variation in I LSC over the experimental range.
At low concentrations, I LSC increases in both cases as more incident photons are
absorbed. Then SA gradually offsets the enhanced absorption and slows this increase,
leading to fewer photons reaching the PV cell at the edge. This slowdown begins around
3.2 µM for CdSe/ZnS and 70 µM for PbS samples. SA saturates at higher concentrations,
which accounts for the eventual recovery of I LSC , except that the high SA of CdSe/ZnS
does not I LSC to recover completely. The smaller SA in PbS samples produce a different
trend and I LSC picks up at high molarities with the 193 µM solution producing more than
twice the maximum current of CdSe QDs. This current drops slightly after
photoexposure.
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(b)

Figure 10. (a) LSC and PV current ratio as a function of QD solution
concentration. Top and right axes correspond to PbS, bottom and left to
CdSe/ZnS QDs. The response of PbS sample is shown at 5 and 20 min after
illumination. (b) Integrated optical efficiency as a function of time for LSCs with
different fluorescent species. Inset shows the reversal of photodarkening by
blocking the incident radiation for a short period of time (arrow) in the PbS
sample and the slower photo-oxidative decay (dotted line) by following the
normalized I LSC over a few hours.

Figure 10(b) compares η opt of PbS QDs to CdSe/ZnS QDs and Rhodamine B.
While PbS demonstrates superior performance, it also exhibits a photoinstability that is
inherent in these QDs [27]. There is a fast decay of the emission over a period of a few
minutes that is known to be caused by photodarkening (or collective “blinking”) and is
reversible (seen in the inset). The rate of I LSC decay due to this effect is independent of
the concentration of the QD solution, as is shown by the comparison of the two curves at
5 and 20 min in Figure 10(a). In addition, there is also a slower, gradual, and permanent
decay due to photo-oxidation, denoted by the dotted line in Figure 3(b) (inset) which
decreases I LSC at the rate of 0.1% per minute.
The efficiency is calculated as η opt =(I LSC x A PV /I PV x A LSC ), where A LSC the area
of the top of the LSC and A PV the active area of the PV cell. The ratio A LSC /A PV is known
as the geometric factor, which is 11 in these samples. Along the short edge of the device
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the maximum η opt =0.5% for CdSe/ZnS, typical for this material [19]. For PbS the
highest single edge η opt measured is 1.4 %, and collection along all four edges leads to
η opt =12.6%. This ninefold increase is a result of a constant I LSC /I PV while the geometric
factor is reduced, a consequence of the small size of our samples. To use the more
commonly used metric, we calculate the PCE for our samples as the ratio of power
supplied by the PV cells attached to the edges to the solar power absorbed by the LSC.
The PbS sample has a PCE of 3.2%, comparable to that of QD based solar cells [28]. The
CdSe/ZnS and Rhodamine B samples have PCE values of 1.2% and 1.3%, respectively.
Self absorption has been considered a critical limiting factor in achieving high
efficiency LSCs [24,29]. Using the measured values of η opt , η abs , and η QY the losses
incurred through SA are estimated by expressing η opt as η abs η QY (1−η L ). For the 3 µM
CdSe/ZnS and 50 µM PbS, η abs =22% and 40% across the solar spectrum, while η QY
(from vendor) =50% and 30%, respectively, which leads to SA accounting for
approximately a 35% loss in CdSe/ZnS and a 29% loss in the 50 µM PbS sample,
confirming the conclusions of the redshift measurements that PbS has marginally lower
reabsorption probability. In the 193 µM PbS, where η opt is nearly thrice that of CdSe,
η abs =70% and SA loss increases to 30%. From these measurements and calculations it is
indicated that the difference in performance between the two types of QDs is only
partially owed to differences in their SAs. The broadband absorption of solar radiation in
PbS has a far greater impact on η opt .
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6.4 Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that the photocurrent of LSCs can be improved by using
lower band gap QDs which are a better matched to the silicon solar cell. By designing
NIR QDs with higher QY, and finding means of stabilizing their photoinduced
instabilities [30], the PCE of QD LSCs can be greatly enhanced [31,32].
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7. Cylindrical
Quantum Dots

Solar

Concentrators with

Near-Infrared

7.1 Introduction
Theoretically, the energy conversion efficiency of LSCs can be as high as 24%
[31], but the highest efficiency experimentally achieved is considerably lower [29] as
LSCs suffer from some typical problems. These include inadequate utilization of the
solar spectrum [33], large SA, low QY and photo-degradation. And finally, practical
LSCs require that the fluorescent material be embedded in a polymer or glass plate. This
often gives rise to luminescence quenching [22], further reducing the device efficiency.
Here, we attempt to alleviate some of these shortcomings through rational design of both
the active material and the geometry of QD-based LSCs.

7.2 Experimental Details and Results
Over 60% of the total solar photon flux occurs at wavelengths greater than 600
nm [21]. As a result, fluorescent materials with broad absorption bands extending into the
near-infrared are preferable to those that absorb only in the visible part of the solar
spectrum [34]. We use lead sulfide (PbS) QDs as our active material. Figures 11(a) and
11(b) (solid lines) show the spectral absorption and emission for a solution of PbS QDs
(Evident Technologies), 2.2 nm in diameter. A basic evaluation of the viability of PbS
QDs as the active material in an LSC coupled to silicon (Si) PV cells has yielded
encouraging results [1], but has simultaneously exposed a shortcoming in the form of
photo-instability. When suspended in a solution, these QDs photo-oxidize within minutes
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of exposure to sunlight, resulting in a corresponding rapid decrease of the photocurrent.
This is shown in Figure 12(c) (open circles) as the normalized short circuit current (I LSC )
generated by a Si PV cell.
One option for stabilizing the QDs is by encapsulating them in a suitable host
material where they can be easily dissolved and uniformly dispersed without aggregation
or phase separation. We use polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) as our choice of the host
due its low absorptivity in the visible and infrared spectral regions. QD-PMMA
composite samples are typically prepared by secondary dispersion (SD) [35] where the
PMMA pellets are dissolved in toluene, an appropriate ratio of the PMMA and QD
solutions mixed and cured in molds. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) (open squares) show the
absorption and emission spectra of a QD-PMMA composite that we have prepared using
SD. Both are spectrally blue-shifted compared to the solution data, and the QY reduced
by approximately 70%. These are attributed to oxidation of the QDs during the dispersion
process. Further, these samples are not homogenous, as is seen in the spatially-resolved
spectral scan of Figure 11(b) (left inset) taken over a 1 × 1 mm2 region with a 5 μm
spatial resolution. The peak emission wavelength varies over a range of almost 60 nm,
and such non-uniformity is not entirely atypical in composites prepared this way [35].
A second method to encapsulate QDs into PMMA solids involves the thermallydriven radical polymerization (RP) of a QD-monomer mixture using an initiator [36].
QDs are dissolved in methylmethacrylate (MMA) monomer solution and a radical
initiator, azobisisobutyronitrile, added to the mixture to start the polymerization. This
mixture is then poured into molds to allow the process to complete, which requires up to
24 hours. The absorption spectrum of RP samples is unshifted from the solution spectrum
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(Figure 11(a), solid circles), implying no oxidative size reduction of the QDs. The
emission [Figure 11(b), solid circles] is red-shifted and we believe this to be a result of
inter-dot energy transfer facilitated by close packing of QDs in the composite. While
sometimes such close-packing may lead to sample inhomogeneity and luminescence
quenching, the QY is approximately twice that of the SD samples. Further, the spatial
scan [Figure 11(b), right inset] reveals spectral uniformity with the emission wavelength
not varying by more than 10% over the scanned area. Given these results, we use RP to
synthesize our samples. Figure 12(c) compares I LSC as a function of time immediately
following photo exposure for both the solution and the QD-PMMA composites prepared
by RP taken under external ambient conditions. The QD-PMMA sample does not display
the instability of the solution and we have verified that I LSC remains stable over hundreds
of hours for the composites.
The concentration factor C in LSCs is calculated as: C = η opt × G, where G is the
geometric factor (ratio of the top surface area to that of the edges) and η opt the optical
efficiency, a product of the absorption, retention and quantum efficiencies. Concentrators
will work efficiently only if η opt remains undiminished as G increases. As an example,
our 1 × 3 inch rectangular QD-PMMA LSC yielded η opt = 4% and G = 2.3 (resulting in C
= 0.1). But when scaled up to 12 × 12 inches, in spite of G = 19, increased SA reduced
η opt to 1% making the total concentration effect just marginally better (C = 0.19) instead
of several times greater. Cylindrical geometry for LSCs was first proposed [37] as a
means of enhancing the geometric factor G without using more active material in the
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Figure 11. (a) Absorption spectra for PbS QDs in solution and for two
representative QD-PMMA composite samples, one prepared by secondary
dispersion (SD) and one by radical polymerization (RP). (b) Emission spectra for
the same. The individual Stokes shifts are indicated by double headed arrows in
part (a). (b, insets) Spatially-resolved emission maps showing the emission
wavelength over a 1 × 1 mm2 area of the SD (left) and the RP (right) samples.

volume. We fabricate both solid and hollow cylindrical LSCs (CLSCs) [Figures 12(a)
and 12(b)] using PbS-PMMA composites prepared by RP. The sample nomenclature
follows the QD concentration in the total volume. Both CLSCs are 25 mm long and have
an outer radius R 1 = 6 mm and the hollow CLSC has an inner radius R 2 = 3.8 mm
[Figure 13(a)] with an index matched transparent core. For operational purposes the PV
cell would attach to the end of the CLSC, as shown in Figure 13(a) (the solar radiation
incidence direction is indicated by dashed arrows).
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Figure 12. (a) Solid and (b) hollow CLSCs with 60, 80 and 100 μM of QDs (left
to right). The scale bar represents 1.0 cm. (c) Normalized I LSC measured
immediately after photo-exposure for QD solution (open circles) and a QDPMMA composite (filled circles).

Of the three major factors that determine η opt , absorption, retention and QY, only
the last is unaffected by sample geometry. We begin by calculating the difference in solar
flux absorption between the solid and hollow CLSCs when each has the same total
number of QDs. Consequently, the concentration of QDs in the active volume is higher in
the hollow CLSC. We calculate the transmitted intensity T using T = T 0 e-Npσ where T 0 is
the incident solar intensity (calculated from an incident solar flux of 1000 W/m2), p is the
path length through the active volume and σ is the absorption cross-section of a single
PbS QD [1]. We find that hollow CLSCs absorb more sunlight over all.
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Figure 14. (a) Schematic showing possible travel paths towards the ends for
photons emitted in the active volume of a hollow CLSC. The regions where SA
might occur are shown by thicker lines. (b) Calculated values of percentage of
intensity of down-converted emission transmitted at the end of the solid and
hollow CLSCs as a function of QD concentration for different values of shell
thickness of the hollow structures. Legend represents values of R 2 /R 1 (c, inset)
Measurement scheme used to determine SA experimentally. (c, main) Spectral
emission of the 100 μM solid CLSC at d = 0 and 20 mm. (d) λ PEAK of the solid
and hollow CLSCs as a function of d for QD concentration 100 μM.

Figure 13(b) plots the ratio of transmittance, T hollow /T solid varying with QD
concentration for different values of R 2 /R 1 . The squares represent experimental values of
this ratio for R 2 /R 1 = 0.6 averaged over three samples, and show a similar trend to the
calculated results. The slight discrepancy is due to the convolution of other effects in the
experimental measurement such as the size inhomogeneity of QDs in the samples that
introduce uncertainty in the absorption cross section values, and unavoidable scattering
and re-absorption effects that are ignored in the calculations.
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Figure 13. (a) Schematic of a PV cell attached to a hollow CLSC. Arrows show
directionality of incident radiation. (b) The curves show calculated values of the
ratio of transmission from hollow and solid CLSCs varying with QD
concentration. Legend represents values of R 2 /R 1 . Squares denote experimental
data for R 2 /R 1 = 0.6.

We perform a similar calculation to estimate SA as we did for solar absorption,
with a few alterations. T 0 is now the emission from QDs in the volume of the LSC and
the path of the radiation, p, is a trace along the CLSC axis, because the down-converted
emission travels along the axis to the ends [sketched in Figure 14(a)]. As in a flat panel,
in a solid CLSC SA occurs throughout the volume of the sample, but in a hollow CLSC
there are regions (the core with no QDs) where there is no SA, shown as dashed lines in
Figure 7(a). The percentage of the intensity of down-converted emission transmitted to
the end of the CLSC is calculated for different shell thicknesses and plotted in Figure
14(b). A solid cylinder (R 2 = 0) transmits least implying SA is highest. As QD
concentration increases, SA increases in both hollow and solid CLSCs and the difference
between the two geometries is reduced. The best way to quantify the extent of SA
experimentally is by measuring the spectral shifts [19] in the emission rather than
intensity. The sample is excited by a collimated beam from a laser tuned to 632 nm and
the excitation spot is continuously varied along the length of the cylinder while the
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emission is collected at the end [inset, Figure 14(c)]. As the distance d between excitation
and collection increases, the photons emitted by the QDs travel a longer distance, and
have a higher probability of being re-absorbed and then re-emitted at longer wavelengths.
The final effect is a net red-shift of the emission spectrum, as is observed between the
emission spectra in Figure 14(c).

Figure 15. Optical efficiency plotted as a function of QD concentration for
rectangular flat LSC (squares), solid CLSC (filled circles) and hollow CLSC
(open circles) samples. Data repeated after six months are shown for solid (filled
triangles) and hollow (open triangles) CLSCs for 60-100 μM QD concentrations.

The spectra corresponding to d = 20 mm is red-shifted compared to the spectra at
d = 0 mm. Plotting the emission peak as a function of d for one hollow and one solid
CLSC in Figure 14(d) we find a smaller red-shift in the hollow CLSC (8 nm) than in the
solid one (18 nm), which agrees with our calculations that hollow CLSCs exhibit less SA.

Figure 15 summarizes our final efficiency measurements averaged over three
samples of each geometry, all with comparable G. The optical efficiency η opt , plotted as a
function of QD concentration, is calculated as η opt = I LSC /(I PV × G) where I PV is the short
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circuit current generated by the PV cell without an LSC. η opt continuously increases with
sample concentration, something not always observed [19], a result of larger Stoke’s shift
and lower SA in PbS QDs. The flat LSC and solid CLSC both absorb approximately 50%
of the incident light for the highest QD concentration, and the SA for both is almost the
same, with the 100 μM sample transmitting a very small fraction of its emission to the
edges. We cannot measure escape cone losses independently from SA losses in our
samples, but the total retention efficiency calculated from η opt yields values of 31% and
43% for the flat LSC and the solid CLSC, respectively. Within the error bars, these two
do not have significantly different performances, as we would expect in LSCs with
similar G and concentration of active materials, no matter what the geometry. Between
the hollow and solid geometries, the hollow CLSC absorbs between 20 to 30% more
sunlight based on our experimental data and calculations [Figure 13(b)]. By contrast, it
consistently has lower SA and transmits almost 55% more emission to its edges for the
100 μM sample [Figure 14(b)], also supported by the smaller spectral red-shift [Figure
14(c)]. The enhanced absorption and reduced SA add up to the higher η opt we observe for
the hollow CLSCs in Figure 15. Its retention efficiency is 53% for the most concentrated
sample.
Figure 15 shows additional η opt data for the solid and hollow CLSCs re-taken
after a period of six months (solid and hollow triangles). While the QD-PMMA
composites are stable for hundreds of hours, it appears they degrade on a longer time
scale. Within the error bars, the 60 μM samples appear stable, but the more concentrated
ones exhibit distinctly worse performance. This may be a result of the fact that more
concentrated samples have a higher probability of inter-dot energy transfer events, so
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darkening of a fraction of QDs in them results in a net increase in overall luminescence
quenching [3].

7.3 Conclusions
A primary consideration in the design of LSCs is the volume of active material
used. Our results are significant because they demonstrate that a simple re-structuring of
the cylindrical geometry to form hollow structures, while maintaining the same G, can
lead to both higher absorption and reduced self-absorption, resulting in a better
performing CLSC module while not requiring more of the active component. Theoretical
studies [37] have suggested that an array of CLSCs may have higher efficiencies than the
sum of the individuals due to reduced external reflection losses. If this proves correct in
practice, then an array of hollow CLSCs would provide an even more attractive route as it
would not only reduce external losses, but be a means to overcoming the more
fundamental problem of scalability. The biggest drawback in our study is the decrease in
QY when the QDs are encased in PMMA, but it has been possible to arrest this problem
in core-multishell CdSe QDs [38]. If a similar solution were found for the PbS QDs, our
CLSCs would achieve optical efficiencies several times better than observed here. An
array of hollow cylindrical LSCs would offer cumulatively higher efficiency compared to
a both a flat LSC and a solid CLSC array of the same geometric factor.

7.4 Summary of Luminescent Solar Concentrator Developments
Over the last two chapters, we have shown that the idea of Luminescent Solar
Concentrator still shows great deal of promise for future development. We have shown
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that through the use of different luminescent species and geometries one can obtain
performances much greater than those achieved previously.
Let us now summarize the developments we have shown.

For liquid

concentrators with PbS quantum dots, current ratio generated by LSC when compared to
PV cell without LSC attached is summarized in Table 1. As one can see, while the
performance of the device is greater than any other QD LSCs reported in literature, the
current ratio is still below one. Coupled with cost of production, such low concentration
ratio makes the current generation of these devices not economically feasible.
Furthermore, due to instability of PbS quantum dots, the performance of the
concentrators is shown to degrade with time (chapter 6).

Concentration (µM)

20

30

50

70

110

150

193

Current Ratio

0.061

0.078

0.108

0.123

0.114

0.148

0.18

Table 1 – Current ratio as a function of concentration for rectangular concentrator with
geometrical factor of 11 using PbS QDs in solution as luminescent species.

Using PMMA to stabilize QDs and arrest the quick degradation observed in liquid
samples (chapter 7) has shown some promise on short timescales as well as over longer
timescales for samples with low luminescent species concentration.

The summary for

the concentrators made from PbS QDs suspended in PMMA matrix can be seen in Table
2.
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Concentration (µM)

20

40

60

80

100

Solid cylinder

0.005

0.013

0.017

0.028

0.039

Hollow cylinder

0.015

0.033

0.041

0.057

0.067

Table 2 – Current ratio as a function of concentration for hollow and solid cylindrical
concentrators with geometrical factor of 8.3 using PbS QDs in PMMA matrix as
luminescent species.

One however has to note that the current ratios for these devices are smaller than
those in solution due to reasons outlines in section 5.5. As this is a fundamental issue
that cannot be resolved without altering index of refraction of the suspension medium
(which would in turn increase escape cone losses from total internal reflection), we will
not attempt to address it. The small concentration ratio can be partly addressed by
creating devices with larger geometric ratio, provided one can limit self-absorption
observed in the devices, by either selecting better luminescent species, or geometry. One
also has to note that while the most concentrated PMMA matrix samples still show decay
after six month period, the samples with smaller concentration of QDs do not. This, once
again, brings up the fundamental problem of increased rate of photo-degradation for
samples where inter-QD interactions play a significant role.

We will discuss the

fundamental reasons for the observed decay in the following chapters.
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8. Anomalous Photo-Induced Spectral Changes in CdSe/ZnS
Quantum Dots

8.1 Introduction
As shown in the last two chapters, the high concentration of QDs seems to
increase the rate at which the QD PL intensity quenches. We have shown that while in
the short term this decay can be arrested by encapsulating QDs in a polymer matrix, long
term effects of high QD concentration remain the same.

As such, we perform a

fundamental study on the effects of QD concentrations on their PL intensity stability. As
these effects should be consistent throughout all QD ensembles we chose to use more
stable core/shell nano-particles in order to study the concentration effects over prolonged
periods of time. This study has broad application not only for the field of LSCs but for
any application that seeks to utilize close packed systems of QDs.

8.2 Experimental Details
Our samples are prepared using trioctylphosphine oxide capped CdSe/ZnS coreshell QDs in toluene (Evident Technologies, Inc.) with peak emission at 620 nm in
solution and core diameters of 5.8 nm. The stock concentration of 17.4 µM is used as is
(sample A), while additional concentrations are prepared by diluting the stock solution
with anhydrous toluene to 10 and 2% by volume of stock (samples B and C,
respectively).

The self-assembled films are prepared by drop-casting method. All

measurements are performed in a custom-designed scanning confocal microscope with a
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diffraction-limited optical resolution of 600 nm and a lateral scanning resolution of 100
nm. The excitation laser is an ultrafast, tunable optical parametric oscillator with a 76
MHz repetition rate and a pulse width of 200 fs. For our measurements the excitation
wavelength is tuned to 533nm and the excitation power varied over a range of 0.1 - 3
kW/cm2. For the spectral analysis the data is collected by a spectrometer (Acton 300i)
and dispersed onto a thermo-electrically cooled CCD (resolution ~0.18 nm). Time
correlated data is collected with a single photon avalanche detector via the spectrometer
coupled to a time-correlated single photon counting system (PicoHarp 300) with an
instrument response function of 12 ps. All measurements are done at room temperature
under ambient conditions.

8.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 16 is a scanning photoluminescent (PL) image of samples B and C where
the peak PL intensity and corresponding spectral wavelength (λ PEAK ) are mapped out
over a representative 100 µm2 area. We estimate the area average QD concentration in
samples A, B, and C to be 1.4×1014 cm-2, 1.4×1013 cm-2 and 3×1012 cm-2, respectively.
However, as figures 16(a) and 16(c) show, there is noticeable non-uniformity in the
emission intensity over the regions of interest, indicative of the inhomogeniety in the
spatial distribution of QDs typical of self-assembled films. Figures 16(b) and 16(d) plot
the corresponding λ PEAK variation and show that while the spectral intensity distributions
cover similar ranges in both samples; the emission is almost uniformly red-shifted in
sample B [Figure 16(b)] by 12-15 nm. This strong red-shift is observed in very small
regions in sample C [Figure 16(d)] and spatially corresponds to areas where the emission
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intensity is high. Sample A (not shown) also shows a uniform red-shift over the entire
region similar to sample B. Such spectral red-shift is a result of energy transfer between
proximal QDs when short inter-dot separation leads to strong electric dipolar coupling
[39]. Also known as FRET (Forster Resonant Energy Transfer), this is a common
observation in close-packed samples of QDs, dyes and other fluorophores which affects
both the static spectrum and the recombination rates of the ensemble, and as FRET is
reduced with increasing inter-particle distance, this explains the differences between
figures 16(b) and 16(d). Our goal is to investigate what effect, if any, this inter-dot
interaction has on photo-induced spectral changes.

Figure 16 (a) Spatially-resolved PL intensity and (b) λ PEAK for sample B mapped
over a 100×100 μm 2 representative area. Similar PL intensity (c) and λ PEAK (d)
scan for sample C. Excitation incident power is 0.01 kW/cm2.
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We begin tracking the photo-induced effects by measuring both the spectral
intensity and λ PEAK as functions of photo-exposure time, shown in figure 10. The quoted
excitation powers are the measured incident values. Only 2-4% of this incident power is
absorbed by the samples. At low power densities, all samples exhibit photo-brightening
[Figure 17(a)] attributed to the activation of a 'dark' fraction of QDs in the ensemble.
Typically, initial exposure to light in the presence of oxygen causes neutralization of
surface charged states allowing radiative recombination to resume (until stochastic charge
transfer from the core again reverses this process). The photo-brightening soon
encounters various competitive photo-darkening processes and the increase in emission is
arrested, with the intensity equilibrating within 10-15 minutes of photo exposure. This
steady state is maintained in samples B and C for the 45 min period over which we track
the intensity, but sample A starts showing a slight, slow decrease. Over the same
duration, λ PEAK shows a spectral shift towards shorter wavelengths [Figure 17(b)] in the
samples. This blue-shift is attributed to photo-oxidation. Formation of an oxide layer
reduces the core diameter, increasing the quantum confinement of the band gap. It
proceeds at the same linear rate for all concentrations, but begins with a delay that gets
longer at higher QD densities. The dilution process used to prepare samples B and C has
sometimes been observed to cause partial ligand removal from individual QDs [40],
making these QDs more susceptible to oxidation. Additionally at low concentrations the
effective average photon flux per QD is higher due to large absorption cross section [41],
again making oxidation progress faster. The photo-darkening processes mentioned earlier
are of two types. A reversible effect caused by charge trapping in surface states that leave
the core charged and non-radiative, and an irreversible effect is related to photo-
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oxidation. The decrease in emission intensity shown in figures 17(a) and 17(c) are driven
by the latter. It is notable that in figure 17(a) the emission from sample A starts
decreasing faster than the other two while oxidation itself progresses faster in samples B
and C. We believe this to be indicative of some additional effect present at high
concentration, which we then examine at higher excitation power densities.
When the excitation power density is increased by a factor of 20 the photoenhancement period is shortened in all the samples and the photo-darkening begins
sooner, as seen in figure 17(c). But the darkening rates are non-monotonic with QD
concentration. Comparing only samples B and C would lead to the conclusion the photoinduced perturbations occur faster with increasing dilution, and prior studies have
confirmed this trend [42]. However, as observed in figure 17(a), sample A shows a faster
emission decay than sample B. The corresponding spectral blue-shift [Figure 17(d)] is
much faster than in figure 17(b) and can be fitted to bi-exponential decays. All samples
exhibit an initial fast decay over a few minutes. The slow decay has a time constant of 20
minutes in sample C with the blue-shift leveling off after 18 nm, the more concentrated
samples have a very different characteristic time scale, longer than what can be extracted
from this measurement window. A straightforward calculation demonstrates that the
reduction of the core size by one atomic layer for these QDs increases the band gap by
the energy equivalent of 19 nm [43]. The fact that samples A and B
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Figure 17 (a) Evolution of the normalized PL intensity for the three samples
under (a) low and (c) high excitation power. The corresponding spectral
blueshift of λ PEAK for low and high powers are shown in (b) and (d), respectively.
The lines in (b) and (d) are fits to the data.

continue to apparently blue-shift beyond that is therefore unexpected. We note that both
excitation powers used are in the linear regime for QD emission for all three samples.
Figures 18(a) and 18(b) show the spectral shape evolution through the first 45
minutes of photo-excitation for samples B and C at high power.

To get a clear

understanding of how the spectral shapes change, the intensity has been normalized and
the wavelength shifted by subtracting the evolving λ PEAK . At low excitation power both
samples exhibit a preferential narrowing of the spectral width on the high energy (low
wavelength) side. In any ensemble, the smaller QDs tend to photo-oxidize and bleach
faster (smaller surface to volume ratio) resulting in such narrowing [44]. At higher
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power the behavior of sample B remains the same [Figure 18(a)], but the spectral shape
for sample C broadens with time. With increasing dilution from sample B to C all photoinduced effects appear to be accelerated, as seen in figures 17(c) and 17(d). It is possible
the same is being observed here. The spectrum may initially narrow as the smaller QDs
darken, but this either occurs too fast to be detected or has negligible effect. The
remaining QDs oxidize relatively quickly, which adds to the inherent size inhomogeneity
of the ensemble broadening the emission spectrum [44].

Figure 18 Evolution of spectral shapes with excitation time for (a) sample B and
(b) sample C. The PL intensity and peak wavelength for all spectra have been
normalized for clarity. The insets in each part show a magnified version of the
sections indicated by the dashed enclosure.
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At low excitation power sample A exhibits no spectral shape change over 45 min,
which is consistent with the little to no blue-shift seen in figure 17(b). At high power the
spectrum starts out with a standard symmetric shape [Figure 19(a)], but within 15 min it
broadens asymmetrically with an extended tail in the low wavelength region. As shown
in figures 19(b) and 19(c), these spectra at later times can only be fit by a convolution of
two curves, shown with dashed lines. We designate what appear to be two populations –
the ‘red’ (long wavelength) and the ‘blue’ (short wavelength) subsets. The changes in
their individual λ PEAK , full widths at half maximum (FWHM), and spectrally-integrated
intensities are shown in figures 19(d) – 19(f). The time-evolution can be divided in to two
phases, demarcated by the dashed line. In the first 60 min peak emission from the red
subset [Figure 19(d), hollow circles] quickly blue-shifts to about 622 nm and stabilizes,
while the spectrum narrows [Figure 19(e)] and the emission intensity decreases by a
factor of almost 50 [Figure 19(f)]. It is this large drop that contributes to the rapid
darkening seen in figure 17(c). Over the same interval the blue subset that shows up
centered on 595 nm after the first 15 min shows continuous red-shift [Figure 19(d), solid
circles] as the spectrum broadens [Figure 19(e)] while maintaining a small steady
emission intensity [Figure 19(f)]. After this time some noteworthy changes occur: both
red and blue subsets show a blue-shift and the spectra for both starts broadening. Also, by
this time the integrated intensity of the blue subset starts dominating, although the near
complete darkening results in very low total emission.
To understand these observations we note that prior to photo exposure, and for a
few minutes immediately after it, the emission peak occurs at 634 nm [Figure 19(a)], 14
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nm redder than the 620 nm emission wavelength in solution [dashed line through figures
19(a)-(c)]. This red-shift is induced by FRET.

Figure 19 Emission spectrum of sample A after (a) 1 min, (b) 15 min, and (c) 75
min of photo-exposure. Fits to the emission curves are shown as dashed lines in
(b) and (c). The fitted curve with the longer peak wavelength is denoted as the
‘red’ (long wavelength) subset and the other is denoted the ‘blue’ (short
wavelength) subset. The vertical dashed line shows the emission peak in solution,
620 nm. (d) λ PEAK , (e) FWHM and (f) spectrally-integrated intensity for the ‘red’
and ‘blue’ subsets, as acquired from the fits to spectra like those shown in (a-c).
The dashed line demarcates the first 60 min of photo-exposure from later times.

As soon as photo-darkening begins, the smallest QDs in the ensemble start oxidizing
rapidly, which results in FRET being arrested to a great extent. This is inferred from both
the emergence of the blue subset with λ PEAK at 595 nm and the downward shift of the red
subset λ PEAK to 622 nm within 15 min. The continued oxidation in the blue subset causes
that spectrum to broaden with time, similar to what is observed in sample C [Figure
18(b)]. If this were a less concentrated sample, we speculate that the red subset would not
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persist. It does so because FRET from the oxidizing smaller QDs does not stop entirely,
causing a stronger red emission than expected. We also suggest that persistent FRET
from the donor QDs to these larger QDs comprising the red subset actually speeds up the
latters’ rates of photo-darkening. The spectrum of the red subset narrows in the first 60
minutes, indicating that the emission from some fraction of QDs in this set is
diminishing, but this is not accompanied by an oxidation-induced blue-shift. The
darkening mechanism is therefore most likely not related to the non-radiative trap
formation from surface modification by an oxide layer. Instead, it may be similar to an
Auger process [45] which also renders QDs ‘dark’. While we are not certain about the
exact mechanism for darkening of the red subset, the large drop-off in its emission
intensity [Figure 19(f)] proves that it certainly happens. This also explains the anomalous
photo-darkening observed in figures 17(a) and 17(c). It is not that oxidation occurs faster
at high concentrations, but inter-dot interactions lead to energy transfer from the smaller
to larger QDs. As a result, the PL of the smaller QDs is quenched, but since the larger
QDs become increasingly non-radiative simultaneously, there is no emission at all.
After the first 60 min the photo-induced manifestations follow the more expected
norm as progressive oxidation creates enough non-radiative recombination channels in
the ensemble to suppress any other effects. The emission from the red subset begins to
blue-shift farther and by the end of 90 min the peak is at 619 nm, almost where we expect
the emission to occur when the QD diameter decreases by an atomic monolayer. It also
starts broadening, a sign of increasing size inhomogeneity. Emission from the blue subset
also starts blue-shifting while undergoing further broadening. The emission intensity of
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the entire sample is very small at this time but the blue subset is brighter than the red, the
opposite of what was observed in the earlier period.
Photo-brightening and darkening affect not only the spectral intensity and
wavelength but additionally alter the recombination dynamics.

Previous studies

correlating the static and dynamic spectral properties have concentrated on the spectrallyintegrated PL lifetimes of the quantum dots and have shown that this lifetime can be
proportional to the quantum yield [46]. While this may be adequate at low
concentrations, we perform spectrally-resolved time-resolved studies and find that this is
not necessarily the case for different parts of the emission spectrum. Figures 20(a)-(c) are
recombination times extracted from time-resolved PL traces at a series of emission
wavelengths for samples A-C plotted as functions of the photo-exposure time. The inset
in figure 20(a) shows the relative spectral positions on the emission curve where the time
resolved data are taken. These are: λ PEAK (triangle), λ PEAK + 30 nm (diamond), λ PEAK +
15 nm (inverted triangle), λ PEAK -15 nm (circle) and λ PEAK - 30 nm (square). The timeresolved data were fit to a single exponential decay to observe the change in the average
lifetime. For each set of recombination times, we indicate the corresponding blue-shift
that had occurred in that exposure time period by the dashed enclosure. For consistency,
we choose regions where the spectra are red-shifted prior to photo-exposure. There are
some similarities in the trends displayed by all the samples, such as the recombination
rates increasing with decreasing emission wavelength, consistent with the occurrence of
FRET [39]. Obviously, this effect is strongest in sample A where there is a higher
probability of donor-acceptor encounters at sufficient close proximity. All samples also
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display an expected increase in the recombination times during the short brightening
phase.
During the darkening phase the changes in lifetimes are strikingly different in the
three samples. In sample B [Figure 20(b)], the slight decrease in the recombination
dynamics is a result of oxidation of the core forming defects on

Figure 20 Spectrally-resolved recombination
times as a function of excitation time for (a)
sample A, (b) sample B and (c) sample C. Inset
in (a) shows the part of the spectrum where the
rime-resolved curves were taken. The spectral
blue-shift at the corresponding time is shown in
the dashed boxes.

the surface that act as non-radiative traps. This change is minimal for all wavelengths
which is consistent with the lack of intensity variation during the photo-excitation. We
note here that the maximum spectral blue-shift in this sample is only 20 nm, close to the
calculated 19 nm value for QD core size reduction by one monolayer, but it occurs on a
very long time scale, which prevented our extracting this value from the data shown in
figure 17(d). But the spectral blue-shift of 20 nm indicates the dots do oxidize,
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reinforcing earlier observations that formation of the oxide layer alone is not enough to
prevent inter-dot FRET, as borne out by the persisting spectral distribution of
recombination times. In sample C [Figure 20(c)] the initial differences between the
spectrally resolved recombination rates are not as varied as in samples A and B, a result
of dilution reducing FRET. But during photo-exposure, it shows a similar variation as
sample B. These observations in dilute samples indicate that photo-oxidation and
darkening do not affect the collective properties of the ensembles much, and mainly serve
to slightly enhance the non-radiative recombination rates.
The recombination dynamics in sample A are shown in figure 20(a). To begin
with, highly efficient FRET causes relatively fast recombination at shorter wavelengths,
and this difference persists through the brightening period. After about 15 min, in
agreement with the observations in figure 19, FRET is reduced, resulting in an increase in
the lifetimes of the smaller QDs (represented by circles and triangles) by about 25%. The
larger QDs also darken and consistent with the large drop in intensity [Figure 19(f), open
circles], their recombination times shorten by 50% within 60 min. At this time, the
lifetimes for all parts of the spectrum seem to collapse and converge in a narrow range
around 10 ns. After that there are no further changes, and from figure 19(d) we now know
that the 30 nm blue-shift of the emission peak is due to the redistribution of the spectral
weight amongst the red and blue subsets of the ensemble. Within each subset the blueshift does not exceed more than what a QD shrinking by a monolayer would cause.
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8.4 Conclusions
Our studies correlating the concentration of QD samples to their static and
dynamic spectral evolution reveal unusual results in highly concentrated self-assembled
films. Based on prior research, photo-induced darkening is typically expected to increase
with dilution. This is verified here as well, but only in the low concentration limit. With
increased close-packing, our most concentrated sample exhibits strong inter-particle
energy transfer both in the form of red-shifted emission and in a spectrally varied
distribution of recombination times. On exposure to ambient conditions, we observe a
discrepancy in how photo-darkening and/or oxidation proceeds in the smaller and larger
fractions of the QDs in these ensembles, and the contributions from each subset can be
individually identified in the resultant spectra at later times. We infer that unlike in dilute
samples where the oxidation is most probably the only cause of photo-darkening, here
continuous FRET actually leads to some QDs becoming non-radiative even without
oxidation. That leads to PL quenching from the entire collection and shows up as a rapid
darkening on par with the rates seen in most dilute samples. The time-resolved studies
support these conclusions where the recombination rates in the largest QDs are greatly
enhanced while the smaller QDs appear relatively unaffected.
It is interesting to note that this appearance of a bimodal distribution in the
emission spectra has been observed often in chemically-synthesized lead sulphide (PbS)
QDs by many groups [27]. The appearance of a second, low wavelength peak has not
been adequately explained. We believe is it the same effect as that we observe here in the
most concentrated sample. As PbS QDs are synthesized without a shell, the photoinduced effects speed up a lot, often by a factor of ten. It is not surprising that most
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groups have always observed a two-peak spectrum in these QDs, even without significant
photo-exposure.
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9. Controlling Photo-Induced Spectral Changes in CdSe/ZnS
Quantum Dots by Tuning Inter-Dot Energy Transfer

9.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has outlined a model which, if proven, could have large
ramifications for future development of QD-based devices that utilize large amount of
closely packed QDs. However to check this model, additional experiments are required.
In this chapter we endeavor to use system with variable amount of ET to verify its effects
on the rates of photo-degradation of QD ensembles.

9.2 Experimental Details
For our samples, we use octadecylamine capped CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs
(purchased from Ocean Nanotech). In solution, the donor QDs (4.1 nm core diameter)
have emission centered at 580 nm and the acceptors (5.8 nm core diameter) at 620 nm.
The ligands add an extra 2 nm to the total diameter. The mixed-size samples are prepared
as solutions by combining the different proportions of donor and acceptor QDs in a vial,
followed by sonicating the mixture for 30 minutes. The donor-to-acceptor ratios are
varied between from 0.1:1 to 10:1, while maintaining a net molar concentration in the
range of 17– 19 µM. To form the close-packed QD films, we drop-cast the solution on
clean glass slides and allow the solvent to evaporate. For control measurements, we
create similar samples using exclusively donor and acceptor QDs. All measurements are
performed using a custom-designed, motorized, scanning confocal microscopy system
with diffraction-limited optical resolution (600 nm). The photo-excitation is tuned to 420
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nm using the frequency-doubled output of a tunable Ti:sapphire laser. It has a 76 MHz
(13 ns) repetition rate and pulse width of 150 fs. The excitation power density is kept
constant at 45 W/cm2. For the spectral analysis the data is collected by a 0.3 m
spectrometer and dispersed onto a thermo-electrically cooled CCD (resolution, 0.18 nm).
Time-resolved data is collected with a single photon avalanche detector via the
spectrometer coupled to a time-correlated single photon counting system (PicoHarp 300)
with an instrument response function of 12 ps. All measurements are done at room
temperature under ambient conditions.

9.3 Results and Discussion
Figures 21(a) and 21(b) compare the emission spectra of our samples before and
after forming the films. As seen in Figure 21(a), in solution the peak emission wavelength
(λ PEAK ) is unaltered for both donors and acceptors (labeled ‘D’ and ‘A’) as their
concentrations are varied. The relative emission intensities are proportional to the amount
of each type of QD. In the films, close packing of QDs allows ET via inter-dot dipolar
coupling and the extent and efficiency of ET is reflected in the modified emission
spectra. For all three samples the acceptor emission intensity is enhanced compared to
that in solution, indicative of ET from the donors [47]. The 10:1 sample additionally
shows an increased λ PEAK (red-shift) of the donor emission, implying significant ET
between the donors themselves [39]. This is expected since the typical coordination
number of donors for each acceptor is in the range 4-5, which means that in this sample
there are regions in the film where each donor is surrounded exclusively by other donors.
To quantify ET in the initial state of the system before the photo-excitation is started we
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carry out spectrally-resolved, time-resolved measurements in the range 550 – 650 nm in
10 nm steps. Two representative recombination curves are shown in the insets of Figures
21(c) and 21(d), at 550 and 650 nm, respectively. Their changing shapes are testimony to
the effect ET has on the dynamics of the mixed-size QD ensemble emission. We analyze
the time-resolved curves using exponential fits and the general trend for all samples is the
presence of three time scales: a short decay time, a longer decay time τ D , and a rise time
τ C . The short decay occurs on the scale of ~ 1 ns and is indicative of intra-ensemble ET,
so we concentrate on the other two in the rest of our discussions. Figure 21(c) shows τ D
for the samples, and the recombination time in solutions in shown as a dashed line for
comparison. τ D in all the films is less than the decay time in solution for the donor
emission (λ< 600 nm). We can quantify the efficiency of ET in the donors as 1 −

𝜏𝜏𝐹𝐹
�𝜏𝜏𝑆𝑆 where τ F , S are the recombination times of the donors in the film and solution,

respectively [48]. In the 10:1 sample at 550 nm the donors have ET rates as high as 60%
but by 580 nm it is reduced to 49% and by 590 nm, to 44%. By contrast, both 1:1 and

0.1:1 samples have ET rates ~ 90% at 550 nm which decreases with increasing
wavelength but does not fall below 80% until 590 nm. In the acceptor emission range
(λ> 600 nm) the recombination time is longest in the 10:1 sample, which appears
counter-intuitive to the observation above that it shows least efficient ET. This can be
understood by dissociating the efficiency of energy transfer from its exhibited impact
[48]. Although the 10:1 sample has less efficient ET, due to the large proportion of
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Figure 21 (a) Emission spectra of QD solutions with 10:1 (square), 1:1 (circle)
and 0.1:1 (triangle) donor to acceptor ratios (b) Emission spectra of QD films
with the same ratios. Both emission spectra are normalized. The dashed lines
represent the emission peaks of the solution samples. (c) long decay times τ D for
10:1 (square), 1:1 (circle) and 0.1:1 (triangle) samples. (d) ‘charging’ time τ C
for the same samples. Insets: time-resolved PL data for the 10:1 and 0.1:1
samples at 560 nm (c) and 650 nm (d).

donors relative to acceptors, the effects are clearly observable, resulting in an average
longer acceptor recombination time. Similarly, while the 0.1:1 sample has higher ET
rates, they have less of an impact when averaged over the acceptor ensemble. The 1:1
sample with most efficient ET also prolongs the acceptor recombination times. We also
note that the effects of ET in the 10:1 sample appears to reach a plateau, but the 1:1
sample shows an unsaturable increase in τ D with increasing acceptor emission
wavelength. The short rise time τ C is not observed in the solutions, but is present in all
the films exclusively in the acceptor emission range (λ> 600 nm). This is typical of
ensembles with ET [49], and is attributed to the time scale over which the acceptors
receive energy from the nearby donors. We refer to it as a ‘charging’ time and observe in
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Figure 21(d) that it increases with acceptor wavelength and is consistently longer with
increasing donor concentration in the mix.
Once we establish the initial parameters and ET related effects in the mixed-size
samples, we begin the process of photo-excitation, which consists of continuous
illumination of the films for a 120 min period and collecting emission spectra every 30
seconds.

The two well-known effects of photo-exposure on any QD ensemble are

irreversible PL quenching, and a corresponding spectral blue-shift [44]. These two are
normally linked because oxidation of the core creates surface states where carriers get
trapped, resulting in the emission being quenched. It also causes the QD core to shrink in
size, which increases the quantum confinement and hence, the band gap. As mentioned
earlier, ET between QDs can also promote PL quenching of the dots in the ‘acceptor’
subset. This mechanism manifests itself differently from the photo-oxidation effect, as it
does not create an oxide shell and is therefore not accompanied by spectral changes, a
useful distinction that allows us to identify the origin of photo-darkening. We begin by
analyzing our control samples. In Figures 22(a) and 22(b) we plot the PL intensity and
λ PEAK as functions of photo-excitation time, respectively, for 10:1 samples and films
formed using only donors and acceptors. The trends we observe are typical, including the
photo-brightening [50] and increase in λ PEAK (red-shift) [51] during the initial 20 min.
These are followed by the expected quenching and decrease in λ PEAK (blue-shift).
Exponential fits to the intensity curves of Figure 22(a) suggest an exponential decay time
of approximately 120 min for the acceptors and only 20 min for the donors. The donors
not only exhibit a faster rate of PL quenching, but λ PEAK blue-shifts much more than in
the acceptors. These are most likely a result of their smaller comparative sizes [44].
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Figure 22 (a) Emission intensity and (b) emission peak (λ PEAK ) as functions of
photo-excitation time for donors and acceptors in the 10:1 sample. The
comparative curves for films with only donors (long dashes) and acceptors (short
dashes) are also shown. Equivalent results for (c) emission intensity and (d)
λ PEAK for the 1:1 sample and the 0.1:1 sample.

Next, we subject the mixed-size films to a similar protocol of photo-excitation
and observe very different trends for donors and acceptors. Focusing solely on the photoinduced changes in the acceptors, we notice that in the 10:1 sample [Figure 22(a), hollow
squares], PL intensity decays much faster than in the single-size control sample, with a
decay time ~ 30 min. But the magnitude and rate of the spectral shift surprisingly
remains unchanged [Figure 22(b), hollow squares]. In the other two samples with fewer
donors, the acceptor intensity quench rate slows down [Figure 22(c), hollow triangles and
solid squares] although it never recovers to the single-size sample’s rate. Conversely, the
spectral shift in Figure 22(d) shows larger blue-shifts than the 10:1 sample. It appears
therefore, that in the mixed-size samples, the photo-excitation impacts acceptor PL
quenching and λ PEAK variation in an opposite sense. In the same figures, the donor
behavior appears more consistent. When the proportion of acceptors is small (10:1), the
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PL quench [Figure 22(a), solid squares] and λ PEAK blue shift [Figure 22(b), solid squares]
are very similar to the donor-only sample, with the minor difference that the rate of blueshift is faster. However, the donors are significantly impacted in the 1:1 sample where the
donor PL decay is slower by about a factor of 2, and the spectral blue-shift is smaller by a
factor of 5. To recapitulate the results so far, addition of donors cause faster PL
quenching in acceptors, but has a more complicated effect on their λ PEAK . From the
perspective of donors, both emission intensity and λ PEAK evolution appear more stable in
the mixed-size samples than in the unmixed ones. Clearly, there in an inter-play of ET
and photo-oxidation effects in the mixed-size films, which make understanding the
observations complicated. However, the behavior of the 10:1 sample can be explained
with reasonable ease – there is a large amount of energy transfer from the donors to the
acceptors, with almost every acceptor completely surrounded by donors. As a result of
this continuous ET, the acceptors rapidly darken. But the rate of photo-oxidation is not
affected by ET, which is why the magnitude and rate of shift of λ PEAK remain unaffected.
The donor emission quench rate is unperturbed, although they appear to oxidize and blueshift slightly faster. Overall, it appears this ratio of donors and acceptors is not beneficial
to either in terms of photo-stability.
The two samples with lower donor-to-acceptor ratios appear more favorable in
this respect. In both of these the reduced amount of donor-to-acceptor ET is responsible
for the acceptors quenching slower. This also allows the donors to oxidize slowly in the
1:1 sample as following ET over 1-2 ns, they can remain ‘dark’ for a prolonged period
between excitation pulses. The acceptors’ faster blue-shift is due to a more mundane
reason. In the 10:1 sample each acceptor is surrounded completely by smaller donors,
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whereas in the 1:1 sample they are instead surrounded by other acceptors. In a closepacking scenario, smaller spheres enclosing a larger one expose less of the surface of the
latter to oxygen [52]. Therefore, in the 1:1 sample photo-oxidation rate increases for the
acceptors. For the same reason, the acceptors quench and oxidize slightly faster in the
0.1:1 sample.

Figure 23 (a) τ D and (b) τ C for the 1:1 sample mapped out with varying emission
wavelength and 120 min of photo-excitation time. (c) τ D and (d) τ C for the 0.1:1
sample.

The signal-to-noise makes it impossible to follow the donor emission in the 0.1:1
sample using static spectroscopy. Instead, we turn to studying how the recombination
dynamics of both donors and acceptors change over the photo-excitation period for this,
and any additional characteristics not revealed so far. Photo-oxidation creates surface
trap states, which introduce a channel of non-radiative recombination for the photogenerated carriers. Consequently, the recombination decay time decreases as oxidation
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progresses with time. In Figures 23(a) and 23(b) we plot τ D and τ C for the 1:1 sample
extracted from time-resolved PL data at different emission wavelengths and photoexcitation times. τ D is unaltered in the donors (λ< 600 nm) and this ties in with Figure
22(d), which indicated small photo-oxidation induced blue-shift. τ D over the acceptor
emission regime shows a small (~ 5%) decrease only at very long wavelengths (λ> 640
nm).This indicates that photo-oxidation begins with the largest acceptor QDs, as we
would expect using the geometrical argument outlined earlier. As the overall emission of
the acceptors shifts to lower wavelengths, the charging time τ C decreases, seen in Figure
23(b) and in agreement with the trend observed in Figure 21(d). Analyzing the 0.1:1
sample, we see that in the range λ> 620 nm, there are indications of substantial photooxidation where τ D decreases by almost 40% over the 120 min of photo-excitation.
Again, this is expected as now the acceptors have greater exposed surface area vulnerable
to oxidation, and is supported by Figure 21(c). The donor emission shows decay times
that decrease very slightly over the 120 min period, which indicates that while at this
concentration donors oxidizing slowly, they are less stable than in the 1:1 sample. This
time though there is no corresponding change in τ C for the acceptors, shown in Figure
23(d), which may not have any fundamental implications, since those times were very
small to begin with. It does establish the continuation of ET throughout the photoexcitation process.
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9.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that ET between different sized QDs is a vital
factor in determining their long-term stability. Varying the relative proportions of each
size allows us to tune the effect of ET on the ensemble and by choosing a suitable ratio of
different sized QDs it is possible to inhibit rapid photo-degradation of the smaller QDs in
the mixture. From our studies we suggest that a mixture with excessive donors is
detrimental while a 1:1 ratio is most beneficial in achieving optimal performance.
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10. Summary
We have demonstrated that the development of LSCs can be greatly advanced by
use of new types of luminescent species, such as near infrared QDs, as well as by
modifying the conventional planar geometry. In our findings, high concentrations of
QDs can lead to fast quenching of PL intensity, which is detrimental to long term stability
of these devices. While in short and medium term this quenching can be arrested by
encapsulating QDs in a polymer, the long term effects seem to remain. We have shown
that the quenching is caused by the inter-QD interactions, namely FRET. While any
amount of energy transfer seems to be detrimental to the stability of the system, the
magnitude of the effect can be modified by careful selection of species used. Our work
will be useful in creation of next generation QD based devices in all fields.
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